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Art. 763
Lounge chair frame

Art. 764
2 seats sofa frame

Art. 765
3 seats sofa frame

Art. 766
Coffee table

Art. 767
Coffee table

Art. 761
Armrest frame

Art. 762
Backrest frame

Art. 768
Free standing table

Art. C/770
Seat cushion

Art. C/771
Back cushion

Art. C/772
Armrest cushion

Art. C/773
Decorative cushion

Lounge chair 2 seats sofa

CLASSIC CONFIGURATIONS EXAMPLE OF “OPEN”
CONFIGURATION

3 seats sofa 2 seats sofa
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Tami is a modular system of sofas targeting both the hospitality contract and retail markets. It’s a 
series consisting of three platforms in three different sizes that is a lounge couch, a two-seater and 
a three-seater sofa with a great versatility of use. Each platform can match with different arm- and 
back- rests in order to create some classic configurations. For more current contexts, the customer 
can choose personalized, more friendly and informal configurations, by adding or subtracting 
arm- and back- rests or by placing them face to face. Furthermore, you can position the seat 
cushions in many different ways and decide for a right- or left ground plane.
The Tami series allows many configurations with several different lounge functions as per the specific 
demands from the hospitality contract market.
Platform configurations can be completed with additional accessories such as a free-standing table 
or a coffee table fit for many uses such as dining, co-working, functional surfaces for lap-tops or 
other devices.
Tami comes with a selection of such materials to ensure a good outdoor use, but it also provides a 
welcome area for hotel spaces, such as rooftops and wraparound terraces.
Its guaranteed performances, its selected materials, the quality of its production processes naturally 
place this series at high levels for the above-mentioned functions.
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I N S P I R A T I O N

Meeting the many needs of lounge couches for outdoor use by a versatile system of harmonious 
proportions, neat and elegant shapes.

Products matchings
- Other lounge chairs: Riviera, Nef;
- Accessories: tappeti Red Carpet;
- Lighting: Cone, Luciole;
- Panels: Patchwall;
- Sunshades: Shade.
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I N S P I R A T I O N

Color matchings

23
Matt White

34
Charcoal

900/70
Big weft white

900/71
Small weft white

24
Black

34
Charcoal

900/70
Big weft white

900/71
Small weft white

23
Matt White

34
Charcoal

900/72
Big weft green

900/73
Small weft green

24
Black

34
Charcoal

900/72
Big weft green

900/73
Small weft green

23
Matt White

34
Charcoal

900/74
Big weft brown

900/75
Small weft brown

24
Black

34
Charcoal

900/74
Big weft brown

900/75
Small weft brown

23
Matt White

34
Charcoal

900/76
Big weft grey

900/77
Small weft grey

24
Black

34
Charcoal

900/76
Big weft grey

900/77
Small weft grey

23
Matt White

34
Charcoal

900/78
Big weft blue

900/79
Small weft blue

24
Black

34
Charcoal

900/78
Big weft blue

900/79
Small weft blue

Frame WPC Cushions
Armrests &
Backrests

Armrests &
Backrests

Frame WPC Cushions
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The Tami seating system by Patrick Norguet has a basic structure made from two special 6060 
aluminum alloy profiles and details in AISI316 stainless steel. 
The slats are made from WPC Bamboo, a composite of recycled bamboo wood and fibers; an 
eco-friendly material that is resistant to water, atmospheric agents and bacteria, easy to clean and 
100% recyclable.
Special injection-molded nylon parts are used to assemble backs and armrests, made from tubular 
and in 6060 aluminum alloy.
The fabric are made from 100% Polypropylene Outdoor, and the seat padding is in polyurethane foam 
with a 100% cotton fabric inner lining with water repellent treatment.
Density of polyurethane foam allows a greta confomrt with ideal seating corners.
In order to support stability for a long time, the foam is internally quilted for guarantee performance.
That allows the quick dry: water passes through fabric cover and slips on the inner cotton cover 
without any track.
All cushion covers are removable.

M A T E R I A L S
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For best care in an outdoor environment of the platform, it is recommended that the product be 
cleaned periodically:
- for dust and debris: use a vacuum cleaner to remove dirt and debris;
- for dirt stains: clean with a laundry brush using neutral soap and lukewarm water;
- for oily stains: pat promptly with absorbent paper and clean the area with lukewarm water and 
neutral soap.
Do not use pressure washing devices, which can damage the product. Do not use bleach or 
chlorine-based detergents. Do not use highly acidic or highly alkaline detergents. Use neutral 
detergents, best if diluted in water.
About cushions, that have removable cover, please keep attention to the following instructions.
Avoid prolonged contact with greasy substances and/ or dyes or colorants that could be absorbed 
by the covering material and cause permanent stains, as well as deteriorating the yarn structure.
In the case of use near the sea or swimming pools, periodic washing is recommended.
Use water and non-abrasive, colorless, neutral PH liquid detergents. If necessary, allow the detergent 
to act for a few minutes. Rinse thoroughly with water at a temperature not higher than 30°C (86°F). 
If pressure cleaning devices are used, keep the tip of the nozzle at a distance of at least 60-70 cm 
from the surfaceof the product. If necessary, repeat the operation. Do not use abrasive sponges to 
remove stains and do not treat with bleach or chlorine.
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